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A partial field decomposition algorithm and its examples
for near-field acoustic holography

Kyoung-Uk Nam and Yang-Hann Kima)

Center for Noise and Vibration Control (NOVIC), Department of Mechanical Engineering, Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Science Town, Daejeon, 305-701, Korea

~Received 22 May 2003; revised 12 February 2004; accepted 12 April 2004!

In this paper we introduce a practical algorithm that can accurately implement partial field
decomposition for near-field acoustic holography~NAH!. Unlike other methods, the algorithm does
not require sensors near sources because it uses calculations rather than measured signals in order
to decompose a holography image into the images of individual sources. Therefore it makes
holography measurement easier than other methods. The algorithm is composed of five steps:
measurement of pressure on a hologram plane, estimation of pressure on a source plane, selection
of maximum pressure, estimation of the sound field from one source, and estimation of the
remaining sound field. In this paper we also report two experiments that verify and demonstrate the
algorithm. In one experiment six speakers are operated independently. The other is a vortex
shedding experiment. Their results show that the decomposition method is useful for identifying
hidden sources and estimating the power of individual sources. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1756896#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Rq, 43.60.Cg, 43.60.Sx@SPW# Pages: 172–185
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to introduce a practic
algorithm for a partial field decomposition method1 of near-
field acoustic holography.2,3

Acoustic holography images convey spatial distributio
of acoustic pressure, vector plots of intensity, and ot
acoustic variables. The images can be obtained, not only
measurement plane but also on any plane of interest. E
cially, the image on a source plane is often useful for id
tifying source characteristics. Figure 1 shows two examp
of holography results. Figure 1~a! can be regarded as wha
can be produced by a monopole. However, it is difficult
interpret Fig. 1~b!. In fact, the image of Fig. 1~b! is what is
obtained by summing three independent sources~Fig. 2!. As
shown in Fig. 2, it is our aim to decompose the compos
sound image into those from the individual sources.

There have been many attempts to achieve
objective.4–9 These methods are based on virtual10 or partial
coherence,11–13 which requires the placement of referen
microphones near the sources. That is because those me
use signals obtained by the reference microphones to dec
pose individual sources, which essentially introduces pra
cal difficulties. One is that prior information on source po
tions is required before NAH can be applied. It negates
of NAH’s valuable properties: It can successfully mimic t
spatial characteristics of sound sources. It is also notewo
that it is often difficult to place reference microphones n
the sources, even if the source positions are known.

A decomposition method1 that does not require senso
near the sources was recently proposed. The propo
method makes holography measurement easier than o
methods because the reference microphones need no

a!Electronic mail: yanghannkim@kaist.ac.kr
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placed near the sources. In spite of this practical advant
the algorithm of the proposed method was not well a
dressed: Reference 1 only conveys the theory and basic
cepts. In addition, the method’s performance, for examp
its accuracy, was not verified by experiments.

In this paper we introduce the method’s algorithm d
rived from spectral matrices~instead of the vector notation
used in Ref. 1! and also report on two results that we
obtained experimentally. The first was a controlled expe
ment in which six speakers were used to mimic the indep
dent or incoherent sources. In the other, more realistic
periment, it was attempted to separate two sets of vo
shedding noise: noises due to drag and lift forces.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section we introduce basic equations for the p
tial field decomposition, referring to Ref. 13. In the follow
ing expressions, small letters represent scalar quantities
capital letters express vectors or matrices. All the variab
are functions of frequency.

A. Noise rejection in a single-input Õsingle-output
system with output noise

Before introducing the general idea of partial field d
composition, let us consider a single-input/single-output s

FIG. 1. Two examples of holography results, which are pressure distr
tions at a selected frequency on source planes.
116(1)/172/14/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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FIG. 2. Three independent sources of constituting F
1~b!.
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tem with output noise, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. Thex andy are
an input and an output. Theŷ andn are measured output an
noise. The noise is assumed to be incoherent to the inpu

Let w be a signal coherent to the input. That is,

w5cx. ~1!

Then the true output spectrumsyy can be expressed as13

syy5ĝwy
2 ŝyy5uŝwyu2/sww , ~2!

where theĝwy
2 is the coherence function between thew and

ŷ, the ŝyy is a measured output autospectrum, thesww is the
autospectrum of thew, and theŝwy is the cross-spectrum
between thew and ŷ. Equation~2! means that a true outpu
spectrum can be calculated from a distorted output if a sig
coherent to an input is given.13 This relation can be readily
extended to a two-input/single-output system@Fig. 3~b!#.

B. Contribution analysis for a two-input Õsingle-output
system

Let us consider a two-input/single-output system,
shown in Fig. 3~b!. Thex1 andx2 are two inputs, they1 and
y2 are outputs due to thex1 and x2 , and they is a total
output. The two inputs are assumed to be incoherent, con
ering the circumstance that those are generated by diffe
causes. The total output spectrumsyy can be readily written
as13

syy5sy1y11sy2y2 , ~3!

where thesylyl is the autospectrum of theyl , in other words,
the contribution of thelth input to the total output spectrum
In this case,l 51, 2.

Because the inputs are incoherent to each other, the
put due to one input can be regarded as noise to the o
input. If a signalwl coherent to thelth input is given, thelth
contributionsylyl can be calculated by13

sylyl5gwly
2 syy5uswlyu2/swlwl , ~4!

like Eq. ~2!, where thegwly
2 is the coherence function be

tween thewl andy, theswlwl is the autospectrum of thewl ,
and theswly is the cross-spectrum between thewl and y.
Equation~4! essentially expresses what can be applied t
multiple-input/single-output system.13 Next, this result is ex-
tended to acoustic holography, which has many outputs.

C. Partial field decomposition in near-field acoustic
holography

Let N be the number of measurement points on a ho
gram plane andpHn be pressure at thenth point. LetM be
the number of prediction points on a source plane andpSmbe
pressure at themth point. For mathematical convenience,
us define two row vectors as
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U. Nam an
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PH5@pH1 ¯ pHN# and PS5@pS1 ¯ pSM#. ~5!

These two vectors have the relation of

PS5PHT, ~6!

where theT is a matrix of propagating pressure from th
hologram to the source plane.2,3 The spectral matrices on th
hologram and source planes can be defined as

SHH5E@PH* PH# and SSS5E@PS* PS#, ~7!

where theE and* represent expectation and conjugate tra
pose. Equation~6! rewrites Eq.~7! as

SSS5T* SHHT. ~8!

Let us assume that the number of sources isL and they
are incoherent. Then the spectral matrixSSS on the source
plane is expressed as

SSS5(
l 51

L

SSlSl, ~9!

which is the matrix version of Eq.~3!. The SSlSl expresses
how much thelth source contributes to the total spectr
matrix SSS. In Appendix A we explain the mathematica
definition of theSSlSl. If wl is a signal coherent to thelth
source, theSSlSl can be rewritten as

SSlSl5SwlS* SwlS /swlwl , ~10!

where

SwlS5E@wl* PS#, ~11!

which is the matrix form of Eq.~4!. The SwlS is the row
vector representing the cross-spectral matrix between thwl

FIG. 3. Two simple systems for the problem definition of partial field d
composition.
173d Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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FIG. 4. An illustration of the decomposition algorithm
This figure illustrates the procedure that separates
sound field in Fig. 1~b!. The images of step 4 show th
estimated contributions of individual sources.

FIG. 5. Setup of the speaker exper
ment.
174 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U. Nam and Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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and pressure on the source plane. In Appendix B we pr
Eq. ~10!.

This result confirms that one needs signals coheren
individual sources to separate incoherent sources. Con
tional methods4–9 have obtained such coherent signals
placing sensors near sources.

III. DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM

It is well known that NAH can get a signal coherent to
source signature. Using this rather straightforward idea, R
1 developed a theory, which can effectively separate sou
shapes. The method assumes that the sound fields from
vidual sources hardly overlap on the source plane. Tha
the method regards maximum pressure on a source plane
signal coherent to one source. This is essentially equiva
to the idea of placing sensors near the sources. Figu
illustrates the details of the procedure that separates the
dividual noise sources in Fig. 1~b!.

The first step measures the hologram spectral ma
SHH @Eq. ~7!#. The measurement can be done simultaneou
or by other well established methods.4,5,14,15Let ŜHH be the
measured spectral matrix. It is noteworthy that the spec

FIG. 6. Autospectra at one reference microphone in the speaker experim
Decomposition results will be displayed at 400 and 800 Hz.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U. Nam an
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matrix requires a heavy calculation because of its large s
In order to reduce the calculation time, let us conside
reduced matrixĜH , which is defined as

ŜHH5ĜH* ĜH . ~12!

The decomposition of Eq.~12! is possible becauseŜHH is
Hermitian and semipositive definite.16 The ĜH is a K3N
matrix, whereK is the rank ofŜHH . TheĜH is not unique. It
can be obtained by singular value decomposition,14 LU
decomposition,14 or in other ways.

Second, the spectral matrixSSS on the source plane is
estimated. DenotingŜSSas its estimator@Eq. ~8!#, then it can
be written as

ŜSS5T* ŜHHT5T* ĜH* ĜHT5ĜS* ĜS , ~13!

where

ĜS5ĜHT. ~14!

It is noteworthy that the autospectrum at themth point, the
mth diagonal term ofŜSS, can be expressed asĜS,m* ĜS,m ,
whereĜS,m is themth column ofĜS . Themth row of ŜSS is
expressed asĜS,m* ĜS . The first and second steps essentia
construct the data for acoustic holography.

The third step searches the autospectra on the so
plane for maximum pressure. Let the autospectr
ĜS,m8

* ĜS,m8 at them8th point be the maximum.
Then, step 4 estimates the contribution of the first sou

to the spectral matrix by using Eq.~10!. By the assumption
that maximum pressure is coherent to one source, theswlwl in
Eq. ~10! is ĜS,m8

* ĜS,m8 . The SwlS in Eq. ~10! is ĜS,m8
* ĜS .

Therefore the estimatorŜS1S1 can be written as

nt.

FIG. 7. Contour plot of the autospectra on the source plane in the spe
experiment.
175d Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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FIG. 8. Decomposition results at 400 Hz in the speaker experiment. The left column shows the decomposition results when all the speakers were oand
the right one exhibits the holography results when only single speaker was operated.
rix
x

e

ŜS1S15~ ĜS,m8
* ĜS!* ~ ĜS,m8

* ĜS!/ĜS,m8
* ĜS,m85ĜS18

* ĜS1 ,
~15!

where

ĜS15ĜS,m8
* ĜS /AĜS,m8

* ĜS,m8. ~16!

Next ~step 5! is to estimate the remaining spectral mat
SSS•1 , which is the sum of all the source contributions e
cept for the first source. Equations~9!, ~13!, ~15!, and ~16!
lead the estimatorŜSS•1 to be expressed as

ŜSS•15ŜSS2ŜS1S15ĜS* ĜS2ĜS1* ĜS15ĜS•1* ĜS•1 , ~17!

where
176 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U.
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ĜS•15S I 2
ĜS,m8ĜS,m8

*

ĜS,m8
* ĜS,m8

D ĜS , ~18!

because

ĜS* S I 2
ĜS,m8ĜS,m8

*

ĜS,m8
* ĜS,m8

D * S I 2
ĜS,m8ĜS,m8

*

ĜS,m8
* ĜS,m8

D ĜS

5ĜS* S I 2
ĜS,m8ĜS,m8

*

ĜS,m8
* ĜS,m8

D ĜS5ĜS* ĜS2ĜS1* ĜS1 . ~19!

This fifth step basically follows a partial coherenc
procedure.11–13
Nam and Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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FIG. 9. Decomposition results at 800 Hz in the speaker experiment. The left column shows the decomposition results when all the speakers were oand
the right one exhibits the holography results when only single speaker was operated.
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One has to repetitively apply steps 3–5 to the remain
spectral matrixŜSS•1 to estimate the contributions of othe
sources. The maximum number of repetitions is the ranK
of the ŜHH because the remaining spectral matrix is ze
after theKth repetition.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U. Nam an
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The results of Fig. 4 are a little distorted in comparis
with Fig. 2. That is because individual sound fields are p
tially overlapped. The spatial overlap makes the pressur
the maximum point not perfectly induced by one sour
Therefore the quality of the proposed method depends
177d Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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FIG. 10. Decomposition results of the
source power in the speaker exper
ment.
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how strongly the sound fields, generated by individu
sources, overlap one another. In Appendix C we introd
some examples of the decomposition error due to the sp
overlap.

In the next two sections we present results from t
experiments that demonstrate, as well as verify, the a
rithm.

IV. SIX-SPEAKER EXPERIMENT

Figure 5 illustrates the experimental setup with s
sound sources. Speakers 1, 2, 3 are loud speakers of
diameters and speakers 4, 5, 6 are horn drivers. The spe
were fixed on the wall of an acryl box of 0.5 cm thicknes
Six function generators independently operated the spea
A cylindrical holography was performed. The radii of th
hologram and source planes were 42.7 and 33.1 cm.
measurement spacings in theu andz direction were 6° and 5
cm. The numbers of measurement points in theu and z di-
rection were 60 and 24. For the construction of the hologr
spectral matrix ŜHH @Eq. ~7!#, a 24-microphone array
scanned the hologram points step-by-step in theu-direction.
178 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U.
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Six reference microphones were used and located about
away from the source plane. In Appendix D we provide d
tails on some issues related to this step-by-step scan
method.

The maximum frequency and frequency resolution w
3200 and 4 Hz, respectively. For the spectra calculation
Hanning window was used and the time data overlapped
50%. The average number was 40. For the estimation
pressure on the source plane, the spatial window minimiz
errors17 and the wave number filter proposed by Veronesi a
Maynard18 were used. Zeros were added outside the m
surement area so that the number of data including the z
in the z direction was 64.

For the comparison of the decomposition results,
data from each single speaker were also measured. Figu
shows the autospectra of pressure at one reference m
phone. Speakers 1, 2, and 3 generated nearly white n
while speakers 4, 5, and 6 generated bandlimited noise. T
main bands were 500–1000, 1000–2000, and 2000–3
Hz.

Figure 7 shows the autospectra of the pressure at
and 800 Hz on the source plane. As shown in Fig. 6,
Nam and Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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noise was mainly generated by speakers 1, 2, 3, and 4 at
Hz and by speakers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 at 800 Hz. However
the sources are not clearly seen in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 shows the decomposition results at 400 Hz. T
left column shows the decomposition results and the ri
one exhibits the holography results of the single speaker
periments. The decomposition results clearly demonst
that the sound fields from speakers 1–4 were well dec
posed. The result from the speaker 2 is a little distorted n
the peak point of speaker 1~Appendix C!. Because the num
ber of reference microphones is six, the rank of the spec
matrix is also six.4 Therefore the number of the estimate
contributions is six. At 400 Hz, however, the fifth and six
contributions were so small that they were not seen in
color range of Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the decomposit
results at 800 Hz. The hidden source, speaker 5, is also s
The distortions of the shapes at 800 Hz are smaller t
those at 400 Hz because the spatial overlap is smaller a
higher frequency.

Figure 10 shows the decomposition results of the sou
power. The results from speakers 1, 2, and 3 were very s

FIG. 11. Setup of the vortex shedding experiment.

FIG. 12. Autospectra at~0, 15 cm! on the hologram plane in the vorte
shedding experiment.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U. Nam an
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lar to the single speaker results at almost all the frequenc
The results from speakers 4, 5, and 6 were also very sim
to the single speaker results in their main bands. Howe
the results had large errors at the frequencies with low-po
levels, as discussed in Appendix C. Especially, speakers
and 6 at the frequency bands of very low levels, for examp
1500–3200 Hz of Fig. 10~d!, were rarely observed.

V. VORTEX SHEDDING EXPERIMENT

Figure 11 shows the experimental setup that generat
vortex shedding. Compressed air was injected into a circ
cylinder from a hose. The positions of the hose end a
cylinder were~220 cm, 0! and ~0,0! in the x-y plane. The
diameters of the hose and cylinder were 1.8 and 1.2 cm.
mean velocity of the flow was 33.8 m/s at the origin whe
the flow meets the cylinder. Planar holography was used
visualize the sound field. The distance between the holog
and source plane was 12 cm. The measurement spacing
5 cm. The number of measurement points was 24324. A

FIG. 13. Contour plot of autospectra on the source plane in the vo
shedding experiment.
179d Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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FIG. 14. Decomposition results at 500 Hz in the vortex shedding experiment.
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. In
24-microphone array scanned the hologram points in thy
direction. Five reference microphones were used and pla
about 50 cm away from the source plane.

The maximum frequency and frequency resolution w
1600 and 2 Hz, respectively. Other specifications for
spectrum and propagation calculation were the same as in
speaker experiment.

It is noteworthy that not only the cylinder but also th
hose end generated noise. To observe only the hose
noise, the sound field when the cylinder was absent was
measured. Figure 12 shows the autospectrum at~0, 15 cm!
on the hologram plane. There was nearly white noise w
the cylinder was absent and bandlimited noise close t
shedding frequency~562 Hz! when the cylinder was in place

Figure 13 shows the autospectra of the pressure at
and 1000 Hz on the source plane. The two dipoles~lift and
drag direction! and the hose end noise are not clearly se
rated.

Figure 14 shows the decomposition results at 500
The dipoles due to the lift and the drag forces are shown.
hose-end noise is also shown@Fig. 14~c!#. However, its shape
is a little distorted in comparison with the result when t
cylinder was absent@Fig. 14~d!#. This is an error due to the
180 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U.
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spatial overlap~Appendix C!. Figure 15 shows the decom
position results at 1000 Hz. The results show the dipoles
the hose-end noise more clearly than those at 500 Hz. Th
because the spatial overlap becomes smaller as the frequ
becomes higher.

Figure 16 shows the decomposition results of the sou
power. The hose end result is nearly equal to that without
cylinder at frequencies higher than 300 Hz. The dipole due
the lift has the bandlimited noise close to the shedding
quency. The dipole due to the drag shows that its powe
centered round 23 the shedding frequency. The dipole due
the drag at frequencies lower than 500 Hz is hardly noti
able.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced a practical algorithm th
successfully implements partial field decomposition for ne
field acoustic holography. The algorithm includes five ste
the measurement of pressure on a hologram plane, the
mation of pressure on a source plane, the selection of m
mum pressure, the estimation of the sound field from o
source, and the estimation of the remaining sound field
Nam and Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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FIG. 15. Decomposition results at 1000 Hz in the vortex shedding experiment.
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this paper we also reported two experiments that verify
algorithm and certainly demonstrate how it is useful. T
experimental results showed that it is useful for identifyi
hidden sources and estimating the power of individ
sources.
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APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL DEFINITION OF SSlSl
IN EQ. „9…

Let hxl
Sm be the transfer function between thelth source

input xl and the pressure at themth point on the source plane
Let us define a row vector as

Hxl
S 5@hxl

S1
¯ hxl

SM#. ~A1!

If the inputs are incoherent andsxlxl is the autospectrum o
xl , the spectral matrixSSS in Eq. ~7! can be expressed as11
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U. Nam an
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SSS5F Hxl
S

]

HxL
S
G * F Sxlxl

�

SxLxL

G F Hxl
S

]

HxL
S
G

5(
l 51

L

sxlxlHxl
S* Hxl

S . ~A2!

ThereforeSSlSl in Eq. ~9! is sxlxlHxl
S* Hxl

S .

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF EQ. „10…

Let wl be coherent to thelth source inputxl as

wl5clxl . ~B1!

Let sxlSm be the cross-spectrum between thexl andpSm, and
swlSm be the cross-spectrum between thewl andpSm. Then
the SwlS in Eq. ~11! can be rewritten as

SwlS5@swlS1 ¯ swlSM#5cl* @sxlS1 ¯ sxlSM#. ~B2!

Because the inputs are incoherent, thehxl
Sm in Appendix A is

expressed as13

hxl
Sm5sxlSm/sxlxl . ~B3!
181d Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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Therefore Eqs.~A1! and ~B1!–~B3! derive Eq.~10! as

SwlS* SwlS /swlwl5cl* @sxlS1 ¯ sxlSM#*

3cl@sxlS1 ¯ sxlSM#/ucl u2sxlxl

5sxlxl@sxlS1 /sxlxl ¯ sxlSM /sxlxl#*

3@sxlS1 /sxlxl ¯ sxlSM /sxlxl#

5sxlxl@hxl
S1

¯ hxl
SM#* @hxl

S1
¯ hxl

SM#

5sxlxlHxl
S* Hxl

S 5SSlSl. ~B4!

FIG. 16. Decomposition results of source power in the vortex shedd
experiment.

FIG. 17. Specifications for the numerical examples of a decomposition
ror. Variables are source types~monopole or dipole!, distanced between the
two sources, and source strength~or peak level!.
182 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U.
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APPENDIX C: SOME EXAMPES OF DECOMPOSITION
ERROR

In this appendix we illustrate some numerical examp
of decomposition errors. Spatial overlap generates a dec
position error. However, it is difficult to know how much i
the spatial overlap or decomposition error. That is beca
the spatial overlap is directly related to the spatial distrib
tions of individual sources, which is the objective of th
decomposition. Therefore some numerical examples of
appendix cannot provide perfect guidelines on the spa
overlap. However, the examples will be helpful for the jud
ment of decomposition results because they have some c
mon symptoms and features.

In this appendix we focuse on the behavior at pe
points because the contribution of one source is more
torted at the peak points of other sources. Let us consid
two-input/single-output system~Sec. II B!. Let ŝy1y1 and
ŝy2y2 be the estimators of the truesy1y1 andsy2y2 @Eq. ~4!#. If
the ŝy1y1 is sy1y11e, then theŝy2y2 is sy1y12e because their
sum is equal to the total output spectrum. That is, the t
estimators have the same absolute errors. Ifŝy1y1! ŝy2y2 ,
however, theŝy1y1 has a large relative error and theŝy2y2 has
a small relative error. Therefore the contribution of o
source has a large error at the peak points of other sour

Figure 17 shows the specifications of the numeri
simulations on two incoherent sources. The hologram (zH)
and source planes (zS) were located at 10 cm and 0. Th
measurement spacing was 5 cm and the number of mea
ment points was 32332. The frequency was 343 Hz. Zero
were added so that the number of data including the ze
was 64364. The spatial window minimizing errors17 and the
wave number filter proposed by Veronesi and Maynar18

were used. For the decomposition, this simulation used
maximum pressure on the plane located atzD525 cm in-
stead of the source plane. The plane at the back of the so
plane is often more useful than the source plane.1 The vari-
ables are the source type~monopole or dipole!, the distance
(d55,10,15 cm) between the sources, and the sou
strength~or peak level difference: 6, 0,26 dB!.

Figure 18 is the result of two monopoles,d55 cm, and
the same peak level. The symptom is the steep decreas
the second contribution near the peak point of the first c

g

r-

FIG. 18. Decomposition result of two monopoles,d55 cm, and the same
peak level~total: the autospectrum of pressure on the source plane, est
tion 1: the first estimated contribution, estimation 2: the second estim
contribution, true 1: the true contribution of the first source, true 2: the t
contribution of the second source!.
Nam and Y.-H. Kim: Decomposition in nearfield acoustical holography
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tribution. The first and second are over- and underestima
respectively. When there are two monopoles, the result
other distances and peak levels showed the same pheno
as Fig. 18, or were well decomposed.

Figure 19 shows the results with a monopole and a
pole. Figure 19~a! is the result ofd55 cm and the same pea
level. The symptom is that the peak point~B! of the second
is also the peak point~A! of the first. All the contributions
were largely distorted. Figure 19~b! shows the result when
the dipole peak is 6 dB less than the monopole peak and
55 cm. The symptom is the steep decrease of the first n

FIG. 19. Decomposition results of a monopole and a dipole~total: the au-
tospectrum of pressure on the source plane, estimation 1: the first estim
contribution, estimation 2: the second estimated contribution, true 1: the
contribution of the first source, true 2: the true contribution of the sec
source, A and B: the peak points of the first and second contributions!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U. Nam an
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d,
of
ena

i-

ar

the peak point of the second. Only the second contribut
has a large error. Figure 19~c! is the result ofd510 cm and
the same peak level. One of the peak points~B! of the second
is also the peak point~A! of the first, but the other is not. Th
second is largely distorted only near the coinciding pe
point. The results of other distances and peak levels w
similar to those in Fig. 19, or were well decomposed.

Figure 20 shows the results when there are two dipo
Fig. 20~a! is the result ofd510 cm and the same peak leve
All the peak points~B! of the second are also those of th
first. All the contributions had large errors. This is the sa
phenomenon as Fig. 3~a!. Figure 20~b! is the result when the
peak level difference is 6 dB, and is the same as Fig. 19~c!.
The results of other distances and peak levels were the s
as in Fig. 20, or well decomposed.

From the above observation, Table I summarizes
common symptoms and features of the decomposition err

APPENDIX D: CONSIDERATION FOR A
STEP-BY-STEP SCANNING METHOD

A measurement problem always includes ‘‘how to me
sure’’ and ‘‘how to check the accuracy.’’ The ‘‘how to mea
sure’’ of the step-by-step scanning method4,5 is related to the
number and positions of reference microphones. The ‘‘h
to check the accuracy’’ is related to the evaluation method
the error in the real measurement.

It is well known that the number of reference micr
phones has to be more than that of incoherent sources.4 This
implies that one has to use as many reference microphone

ted
ue
d

FIG. 20. Decomposition results of two dipoles~total: the auto-spectrum of
pressure on the source plane, estimation 1: the first estimated contribu
estimation 2: the second estimated contribution, true 1: the true contribu
of the first source, true 2: the true contribution of the second source, A
B: the peak points of the first and second contributions!.
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TABLE I. Common symptoms and features of decomposition error.

Symptom Feature Example

The second contribution steeply
decreases near the peak point of
the first contribution.

The first contribution is over-
estimated and the second
contribution is underestimated.

Fig. 18

The first contribution steeply
decreases near the peak point of
the second contribution.

Only the second contribution has
a large error.

Fig. 19~b!

All the peak points of the second
contribution coincide with those of
the first contribution.

All the contributions have large
errors.

Figs. 19~a!, 20~a!

Some peak points of the second
contribution coincide with those of
the first contribution.

The second contribution has a
large error only near the
coinciding peak points.

Figs. 19~c!, 20~b!
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te
possible if the number of sources is unknown. From t
viewpoint, the six-speaker and vortex shedding experime
used as many reference microphones as possible. This
egy can be inefficient if the number of sources is small,
does not decrease the accuracy. The singular value de
position of the spectral matrix may be useful for identifyin
the number of sources.19

If there are enough reference microphones, the step
step scanning method does not depend on their positi
Therefore the reference microphones can be farfield like
six-speaker and vortex shedding experiments if the signa
noise ratio is high enough. At times, it has been propo
that reference microphones be placed near the sources.
is because the reference microphones are often used fo
partial field decomposition as well as the construction of
hologram spectral matrix. If the objective of the step-by-s

FIG. 21. Spatially averaged multiple coherence functions of the main
experiments.
oc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 K.-U.
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scanning is only the construction of the hologram spec
matrix, it is not necessary to place the reference micropho
near the sources.

For the error evaluation, let us define an error deriv
from a matrix norm16 as

eHH5 (
m51

N

(
n51

N

usHmHn2 ŝHmHnuY (
m51

N

(
n51

N

usHmHnu,

~D1!

where thesHmHn and ŝHmHn are the (m,n)th element of the
true and measured hologram spectral matrix (SHH andŜHH).
However, all the elements of the true cannot be obtained
an alternative, let us define a modified error as

eHH8 5 (
n51

N

usHnHn2 ŝHnHnuY (
n51

N

sHnHn . ~D2!

The modified error can be calculated when there is no no
because the true autospectra can be measured by step-b
scanning. Because theŝHnHn is the coherent output spectrum
of sHnHn with respect to the reference signals, theŝHnHn is
always less than thesHnHn .13 Therefore Eq.~D2! can be
rewritten as

eHH8 512gH:R
2 , ~D3!

where

eHH8 5 (
n51

N

ŝHnHnY (
n51

N

sHnHn . ~D4!

As thegH:R
2 approaches 1, the error becomes smaller. We

thegH:R
2 a spatially averaged multiple coherence function

is the expansion of a multiple coherence function.11,13Figure
21 shows its values in the speaker and vortex shedding
periments. If the criterion is 0.8~about 1 dB error!, the
speaker and vortex shedding experiments are reliable at
quencies higher than 60 and 200 Hz, respectively.
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